Review of Syntax

1. I am always condemned by harsh people for (my) evil deeds, but my reputation has not been lost.
2. I am condemned by honorable people for (my) evil book, but it (the book) is read jealously (with great jealousy) by (my) friends, and it is considered to be good.
3. If many evil things about the deeds of the gods had been heard, the inhabitants would not have come to the altars.
4. If we are sent to the famous island in order that we may not be seen in the homeland, we will write many letters to dear friends in order that we may not be betrayed by enemies.
5. Would you seem dear to the gods if you should place gifts of food on the altars?
6. If the town were being destroyed by treachery, the evil deeds of the enemies would (now) be understood by the inhabitants.
7. Women do not hesitate to hide (their) tears. We beg the women not to hide (their) tears (lit., that they not hide their tears). We keep silent in order that the women may not hide their tears.
8. We were asking of the the sons that the bright stones be carried into the room neither with delay nor with harm in order that they (the stones) might not be hidden and ruined in the fields.